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PROJECT DETAILS
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Description of Project

Project summary for laypersons: Early puberty may lead to the development of several different types of cancer in both men and women. This project aims to find out whether this increased cancer risk is partly due to adverse effects of early puberty on metabolism. To do this, we will examine links between genetic predispositions for timing of puberty and markers of body fat, along with a wide range of detailed blood-based markers of metabolic functioning. Data on ALSPAC mothers and children are particularly useful for seeing how genetic predispositions to early puberty affect fat and lean mass differently, and how these affect metabolic functioning at different stages of sexual maturity. Data on men from a separate cancer-specific study will also be examined to see how development of cancer affects links between puberty timing and metabolism. All results will be compared with those obtained from a separate analysis of genetic predispositions for puberty timing on metabolites using larger-scale collaborative data.

Aim(s) and objective(s): The aims of this project are as follows:

1. To examine whether early puberty adversely affects metabolic functioning

2. To examine whether effects of early puberty on metabolic functioning differ by sex and stage of sexual maturity
3. To examine whether early puberty has differential effects on fat and lean mass

4. To examine whether the development of cancer in adulthood leads to differential effects of puberty timing on metabolic functioning

These aims translate into the following objectives:

1. To test associations of a genetic risk score for puberty timing (based on genome-wide significant variants for age at menarche and age at voice breaking) with body mass index, waist-hip ratio, summary metabolic traits, and levels of circulating metabolites using summary-level consortium data held in the MR-Base platform

2. To test whether a genetic risk score for puberty timing is differentially associated with fat and lean mass based on DXA scans among ALSPAC mothers and children

3. To test whether a genetic risk score for puberty timing is differentially associated with body mass index, waist-hip ratio, summary metabolic traits, and metabolites based on sex and stage of sexual maturity among ALSPAC mothers and children

4. To test whether a genetic risk score for puberty timing is differentially associated with body mass index, waist-hip ratio, summary metabolic traits, and circulating metabolites based on the presence or absence of prostate cancer among men in the ProtecT study

Methods (including an overview of statistical methods): A genetic risk score for puberty timing will be constructed based on 389 genome-wide significant SNPs for age at menarche in women discovered through genome-wide association analyses by Day et al. (BioArxiv, pre-print). This score will be refined in at least 2 ways; the first will contain the 127 age at menarche SNPs from the same source paper that were also associated with age at voice breaking in men; the second will exclude those of the 389 age at menarche SNPs that are also associated with body mass index (at p<0.05) based on summary data from the GIANT consortium (Locke et al. 2015, Nature).

Associations of these genetic risk scores with anthropometric and metabolic outcomes will be examined first based on summary-level consortium data using inverse variance weighted and other sensitivity models (i.e. MR-Egger) through the MR-Base platform. These association tests will then be repeated using individual-level data from ALSPAC mothers and children to examine whether the puberty timing genetic risk score affects fat and lean mass differently based on DXA scans, and whether effects also differ by sex and stage of sexual maturity (using repeated measures on children from pre-puberty/age 7 and post-puberty/age 15 or 17, sufficient data depending). Association tests of the early puberty genetic risk score on anthropometric and metabolite outcomes will also be repeated using individual-level data from the ProtecT study, to examine how effects differ among men who...
were or where not subsequently diagnosed with prostate cancer.

All outcome variables would be standardised (mean=0, standard deviation=1) for models in order to allow comparability of effect sizes. Models would be adjusted for age and sex at a minimum (when not stratifying by sex), with effect modification by socioeconomic status and health behaviours potentially examined at a later stage.

**Exposures, outcomes and confounders to be considered (justifying particular types of data as necessary):** Exposures: Weighted and unweighted genetic risk score for puberty timing based on 389 genome-wide significant SNPs for age at menarche in women from Day et al. (2016 BioArxiv, pre-print), refined to 127 such SNPs that are also associated with age at voice breaking in men from the same source paper. This score will also be refined to exclude those of the 389 SNPs that are also associated (p<0.05) with body mass index based on summary data from the GIANT consortium (Locke et al. 2015, Nature).

Outcomes: Clinic measures of height, weight, BMI, waist-hip ratio, systolic and diastolic blood pressure, fasting blood glucose, fasting insulin, derived insulin sensitivity/resistance, HDL cholesterol, total cholesterol, LDL cholesterol, triglycerides, C-reactive protein, interleukin-6, DXA-derived total fat mass, DXA-derived total lean mass, and all NMR-derived blood-based metabolites.

Confounders: Age; sex; ethnicity; education level; occupation (or related socioeconomic marker); birth weight; prevalence, history, and family history of type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease, and cancer (all sites); smoking status; alcohol consumption; moderate-to-vigorous physical activity.

**Reasons for using ALSPAC:** The ALSPAC resource is highly suited for examining effects of puberty timing on metabolism, given the availability of comprehensive genotype data for the construction of genetic risk scores for puberty timing, in addition to a wide range of blood-based markers of metabolism in the form of both summary (traditional) metabolic traits and NMR-derived metabolites. Perhaps uniquely, ALSPAC also offers the chance to examine how effects differ by stage of sexual maturity by using data on mothers and on children (who have metabolite measures taken at both pre- and post-puberty). Detailed measures of body composition by way of DXA scans are also available, affording a more detailed view into differential effects of puberty timing on fat and lean mass than is afforded by BMI alone.

**What do you think the likely impact of your research will be?:** The immediate impact of this research will likely be at least 1 peer reviewed publication in a general medical journal (i.e. PLOS Medicine). We aim to present and discuss results in a way that is robust enough for academics but is accessible and relevant to clinicians and public health practitioners, ultimately encouraging greater attention to early life exposures and better prevention of disease.
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